In models with universal extra dimensions (i.e. in which all Standard Model fields, including fermions, propagate into compact extra dimensions) momentum conservation in the extra dimensions leads to the conservation of Kaluza-Klein (KK) number at each vertex. KK number is violated by loop effects because of the orbifold imposed to reproduce the chiral Standard Model with zero modes, however, a KK parity remains at any order in perturbation theory which leads to the existence of a stable lightest KK particle (LKP). In addition, the degeneracy in the KK spectrum is lifted by radiative corrections so that all other KK particles eventually decay into the LKP. We investigate cases where the Standard Model lives in five or six dimensions with compactification radius of TeV −1 size and the LKP is the first massive state in the KK tower of either the photon or the neutrino. We derive the relic density of the LKP under a variety of assumptions about the spectrum of first tier KK modes. We find that both the KK photon and the KK neutrino, with masses at the TeV scale, may have appropriate annihilation cross sections to account for the dark matter, Ω M ∼ 0.3.
Introduction
One of the most exciting open questions on the interface between particle physics and cosmology is the nature of the dark matter. In fact, observations indicate that most of the matter in the universe is dark, and cosmological evidence has accumulated to provide independent confirmations that a large part of the Dark Matter (DM) is non-baryonic. Recent measurements of the Cosmic Microwave Background anisotropy combined with measurement of the Hubble parameter suggest a flat universe in which 30% of the energy density is due to non relativistic matter and only 4% is due to baryons, consistent with measurements from clusters and Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (see [1, 2] for recent reviews). In this paper we will use the value derived by Turner from combining all the current data [2] : Ω M = 0.33 ± 0.035, h = 0.69 ± 0.06, (1) in which Ω M is the matter density of the universe expressed as a fraction of the critical density for a flat universe. h is the normalized expansion rate (H 0 = 100 h km s −1 Mpc −1 ). Observational evidence for DM has been building but we still have no solid clue as to its identity. Various candidates have been suggested and the theory of structure formation provides indirect evidence about some of its properties, strongly hinting that it is weakly interacting and non-relativistic at late times. In other words, it is cold dark matter (CDM). The standard model (SM) of particle interactions, while describing remarkably well the results of collider experiments, does not contain a suitable dark matter candidate, and thus it is necessary to consider extensions. There are essentially two well motivated DM candidates in this context: WIMPs and axions. WIMPs (Weakly interacting massive particles) were in thermal equilibrium with the Standard Model particles in the early universe. With masses in the 10-1000 GeV range and weak scale cross sections (σ ∼ 10
GeV −2 ) they would have fallen out of equilibrium such that their relic density today would correspond to Ω WIMP ∼ O (1) . Axions, originally postulated to address the strong CP problem, would not have been produced at thermal equilibrium (but through the decay of axionic strings or domain walls for instance). Their mass is constrained by astrophysical and cosmological arguments to lie in the range m ∼ 10 −5 -10 −2 eV. The most extensively studied DM candidate is the LSP (Lightest Supersymmetric Particle), a stable particle in supersymmetric (SUSY) models with conserved R-parity, which, in most SUSY scenarios, is the neutralino and is a typical WIMP. A broad range of experiments around the world are underway for detecting WIMPs, both through direct WIMP-nuclear scattering experiments and through indirect searches such as detection of cosmic flux from dark matter annihilation in the galactic center. Current searches are already exploring the parameter space of SUSY WIMPs. Unfortunately, SUSY models lack predictability. They contain a huge number of free parameters and one has to make several assumptions to reduce this number, for example by assuming a model to describe how supersymmetry is broken and how the effects of the supersymmetry breaking are communicated to the superpartners of the SM fields. For example, predictions for the cosmic flux from annihilation of the LSP in the center of the galaxy can vary over orders of magnitude when scanning SUSY parameter space.
While the LSP is very well theoretically motivated, since the identity of the DM particles remains unconfirmed we should examine alternative possibilities. On the other hand, the DM issue sets important constraints on model building in particle theory. For any extension of the Standard model predicting the existence of a stable particle, one should compute its cosmological relic density to check whether it naturally accounts for DM or if it leads to overclosure of the universe in which case the model, or at least the cosmological picture associated with it, has to be revised.
The issue when searching for a dark matter candidate is to find a stable particle. There are two options: 1) The particle essentially does not interact with the Standard Model particles, has a very small decay rate, and therefore is stable on cosmological scales.
2) The particle is coupled to the SM. In this case, there must be a symmetry to guarantee its stability. In the case of the LSP, there is R-parity to guarantee the stability. In this paper, we study a new DM candidate: the LKP (Lightest Kaluza-Klein Particle 1 ) which interacts with SM particles and is stable because of a Kaluza-Klein parity. The LKP arises in a generic class of models in which all fields propagate in extra dimensions. The next section is devoted to explain these models, and the particle physics context. The model has many attractive features, including the fact that a relatively small number of parameters are sufficient to describe the LKP. Essentially one: its mass, which at tree level is the inverse of the compactification radius. In Section 3 we review the standard relic density computation. Our major work has been to calculate annihilation (and coannihilation) cross sections for the LKP in two cases. In the first case, the LKP is a Kaluza-Klein photon (Section 4), while in the second, it is a Kaluza-Klein neutrino (Section 5). We also study the effect of coannihilation in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our results and discusses open questions which stimulate further work on the subject. Technical details are presented in the appendices.
Universal Extra Dimensions
Universal extra dimensions (UED) postulate that all of the SM fields may propagate in one or more compact extra dimensions [4] . This is to be contrasted with both the brane world scenario [5] where the SM fields are constrained to live in three spatial dimensions while gravity can propagate in the bulk, and intermediate models [6] in which only gauge bosons and Higgs fields propagate in extra dimensions while fermions live at fixed points. However, there is significant phenomenological motivation to having fermions and gauge bosons living in the bulk, including motivation for three families from anomaly cancellation [7] , attractive dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) [9] [10] [11] , (supersymmetric) models in which the Higgs mass is a calculable quantity [12] , preventing rapid proton decay from non-renormalizable operators [8, 13] , and (through the mechanism of fermion localization) natural explanations for the observed fermion masses and mixings [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In this article we discover a new motivation for the UED scenario: to provide a viable dark matter candidate.
The new feature of the UED scenario compared to the brane world is that since there is no brane to violate translation invariance along the extra dimensions, momentum is conserved at tree level leading to degenerate KK mode masses at each level and conservation of KK number in the interactions of the four dimensional effective theory. This statement is broken at the loop level, where the fact that the extra dimensions are compact leads to (calculable) violations of the full Lorentz symmetry [19] , and as a result shifts the masses of the KK modes away from their tree level values.
Further violations result by applying orbifold boundary conditions in order to remove unwanted fermionic degrees of freedom. These lead to loop contributions that are log divergent [20] in the effective theory, thus signalling that they cannot be computed but must instead be treated as inputs. They further correct the KK mode masses and break conservation of KK number to conservation of KK parity, provided the terms induced at both of the orbifold fixed points are equal. Whether this will be true or not depends on the details of the compactification dynamics and the UV completion of the theory, but the assumption is self-consistent. The resulting theory has interactions only between even numbers of the odd-number KK modes. This conservation of KK parity implies that the lightest first level KK mode (LKP) cannot decay into SM zero modes and will be stable, in analogy with the lightest super-partner in a supersymmetric theory which conserves Rparity. Thus, UED is the first extra dimensional scenario to predict a candidate particle for dark matter. A further consequence of KK parity, that KK modes must be pair-produced, leads to interesting collider phenomenology [4, 21] .
At tree level the KK particles of a given level are predicted to be degenerate with masses n/R where R is the size of the compact dimension and n is the mode number. However, at loop level there are both calculable and incalculable corrections [18, 19] . We follow the perspective of Ref. [19] and treat the divergent corrections as perturbations on the 1/R masses of the KK modes. This assumption is self-consistent though not completely general, and could occur, for example, if for some reason the underlying theory causes them to vanish at the cut-off scale (Λ ∼ < 50R −1 ). This prescription was employed in Ref. [19] and results in small (loop-suppressed) corrections to the KK mass spectrum induced by renormalization group evolution from Λ to 1/R. However, we do not strictly wed ourselves to the particular choice of the divergent corrections made in [19] , but instead allow ourselves the freedom to adjust these terms independently in the effective theory.
For the LKP to be a well-motivated dark matter candidate, it should be electrically neutral and non-baryonic. Thus, the most promising candidates in the UED picture are first level KK modes of the neutral gauge bosons (analogues of the KK modes of the photon and Z), and the KK neutrino, ν (1) . One could also consider the first KK mode of the graviton, though this case seems less promising because its very weak gravitational interactions would imply that it will annihilate much less efficiently and could easily overclose the universe. Since similar incalculable loop corrections render the graviton mass a separate input of the theory, we may simply consider that the graviton is heavier than the LKP, such that at the time scales of interest to us all of the KK gravitons have already decayed into the LKP and zero modes. Alternately, one could consider a "deconstructed model" [22] in which the extra dimension is represented by a chain of gauge groups and thus there need not be KK modes of the graviton. A simple two-site model can successfully reproduce the physics of the first level KK modes, and would be sufficient for our purposes.
In the gauge boson sector, EWSB induces mixing between the gauge eigenstates, B
and W
3 in analogy with the familiar effect for the zero modes which produces the photon and Z boson. Including tree level contributions, EWSB effects, and radiative corrections to the masses, the mass matrix in the (B (n) , W
3 ) basis is [19] ,
where g 1 and g 2 are the U(1) and SU(2) gauge couplings, respectively, v ∼ 174 GeV is Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV), R is the radius of the extra dimension, and δM 2 1 and δM 2 2 are the radiative corrections to the B (1) and W (1) masses, including the boundary terms. In the absence of the radiative corrections, the mixing between the KK gauge bosons would be the same as that for the zero modes, and one would have KK modes of the photon and Z with the same Weinberg angle as the zero modes. The radiative corrections will generally disrupt this relationship, and each KK level will generally have two neutral bosons which are different mixtures of B (1) and W (1) . As explained above, from an effective theory point of view δM 2 1 and δM 2 2 are separate inputs for the UED theory, but it is self-consistent to imagine that they are small and the resulting corrections to the tree-level n/R masses are modest. Within this framework one could also imagine that it is natural to expect δM is further enhanced by larger group factors. For simplicity, we work in the limit δM
, so the mixing angle is effectively driven to zero by the large diagonal entries in the mass matrix 2 . Within this framework, one expects the LKP to be well-approximated as entirely B (1) . It thus couples to all SM fermions (and the Higgs) proportionally to their hypercharges with coupling g 1 , and is approximately decoupled from the gauge bosons.
Similar corrections apply to the Kaluza-Klein modes of the fermions, and generically their masses are also independent parameters of the theory. If one follows the prescription that the lightest particles are those which undergo only the U(1) hypercharge interaction, the lightest KK fermion would be the right-handed electron, e (1) R . Note that the subscript "R" refers to the fact that it is a KK mode of the right-handed electron (and thus is an SU(2) singlet) as opposed to its chirality; it is a massive Dirac fermion with both right-and left-handed polarizations. In Section 4, we consider the case in which e (1) R is substantially heavier than B (1) , and thus irrelevant in terms of its relic abundance while in Section 6.1, we also consider the case in which e (1) R is only slightly heavier than B (1) , and thus coannihilation effects can be significant. If one relaxes the restriction that the fields which experience the SU(2) interaction are heavier than those which only experience the 2 This is not so different from the situation in [19] , for which sin 2 θ
W ∼ < 0.01 for 1/R > 600 GeV.
U(1), one could also consider the W (1) 3
or the ν (1) as the LKP. We consider the case in which ν (1) is the LKP, including a variety of coannihilation channels, in Section 5. We continue to consider the zero mode gauge bosons in terms of their well-known mass eigenstates, γ, Z and W ± , however we simplify our results by neglecting all EWSB effects, which correct our results at most by v 2 R 2 . Thus, we consider all of the SM fermions and gauge bosons as massless, and include the full content of the Higgs doublet (including the would-be Goldstone bosons) as massless physical degrees of freedom. This means that we neglect some processes, such as B
(1) B (1) → zero mode gauge bosons all together, because they are v 2 R 2 suppressed compared to the dominant decay modes. It also means that we can choose to describe the neutral zero mode gauge bosons either in the Z γ or in the
basis, as is convenient for the problem at hand. This approximation will be further motivated below, where we find that the favored regions of parameter space for dark matter have the mass of the LKP on the order of 1 TeV, much greater than v ∼ 174 GeV.
Density of a Cold Relic Particle
In this section, we review the standard calculation of the relic abundance of a particle species (see [23, 24] for more details) denoted Z which was at thermal equilibrium in the early universe and decoupled when it was non relativistic. The evolution of its number density n in an expanding universe is governed by the Boltzmann equation:
where H = (8πρ/3M P l ) 1/2 is the expansion rate of the universe, n eq the number density at thermal equilibrium and σv is the thermally averaged annihilation cross section times the relative velocity. We are eventually concerned by a massive cold dark matter candidate, for which the equilibrium density is given by the non relativistic limit:
where m is the mass of the particle species in question. The physics of equation (3) is the following: At early times, when the temperature was higher than the mass of the particle, the number density was n eq ∝ T 3 , Z annihilated with its own anti-particle into lighter states and vice versa. As the temperature decreased below the mass, n dropped exponentially as indicated in (4) and the annihilation rate Γ = n σv dropped below H. The Z particles can no longer annihilate and their density per comoving volume remains fixed. The temperature at which the particle decouples from the thermal bath is denoted T F (freeze-out temperature) and roughly corresponds to the time when Γ is of the same order as H.
Equation (3) can be rewritten in terms of the variable Y = n/s, Y eq = n eq /s where s is the entropy s = 2π 2 g * T 3 /45. g * counts the number of relativistic degrees of freedom. From the conservation of entropy per comoving volume (sa 3 =constant) we getṅ + 3Hn = sẎ so that
We now introduce the variable:
In a radiation dominated era,
and (5) reads:
As is well known, σv is well approximated by a non relativistic expansion (obtained by replacing the square of the energy in the center of mass frame by s = 4m
We finally rewrite our master equation (8) in terms of the variable ∆ = Y − Y eq :
where
A simple analytic solution can be obtained by studying this equation in two extreme regimes. At very early times when x << x F = m/T F , ∆ ′ << Y eq′ and ∆ is given by:
At late times, ∆ ∼ Y >> Y eq and ∆ ′ >> Y eq′ leading to
Integrating this equation between x F and ∞ and using the fact that ∆ x F >> ∆ ∞ :
We arrive at:
The contribution of the Z particle to the energy density of the universe is given by
where ρ c is the critical density corresponding to a flat universe,
The value for h is given in equation (1). ρ Z is simply given by
being the entropy today. Finally, the contribution to Ω from a given non relativistic species of mass m Z is:
where g * is evaluated at the freeze-out temperature. For our cases of interest, we will have freeze-out temperatures in the region of 50 GeV, for which we use g * = 92. Note that the mass m Z does not appear explicitly in this expression. Its effect is hidden in the coefficients a and b (of dimension GeV −2 ) as well as x F . Therefore, all we have to do is to compute the annihilation cross sections, expand them in the non relativistic limit and extract the coefficients a and b. We must also determine x F , the freeze-out temperature.
The freeze-out temperature is defined by solving the equation
using the expression for ∆(x) at early times. c is a constant of order one determined by matching the late-time and early-time solutions. It can be chosen empirically by comparing to a numerical integration of the Boltzmann equation. Equation (19) leads to
which is solved iteratively. The result does not depend dramatically on the precise value of c which we will take to have the usual value c = 1/2.
Including Coannihilation
As pointed out in [24] , the derivation presented above needs to be readdressed in the case of coannihilation. Here, we briefly summarize the approach presented in [24] to be followed in this case. Such situation occurs when there are particles nearly degenerate with the relic Z but with masses slightly greater than m Z . These extra particles are nearly abundant as Z and if the mass difference is smaller or of the same order as the temperature when Z freezes out, they are thermally accessible and their annihilation will play a major role in determining the relic abundance of Z. Let us label Z i , i = 1, ..., N, these particles nearly degenerate in mass. Z 1 is the LKP, Z 2 is the next LKP, etc. We also denote X, X ′ any zero mode (SM) particles. Reactions such as Z i Z j ↔ XX ′ change the Z i densities n i and determine their abundances. Since all Z i>1 which survive annihilation eventually decay into Z 1 , the relevant quantity is the total density of Z i particles n = N i=1 n i , and the Boltzmann equation for n can be rewritten with accurate approximation as [24] :
σ ij is the cross section for the reaction
Equation (21) is of the same form as (3) and can be solved using similar techniques. The formula for x F becomes,
where g has been replaced by g eff and a and b by a eff and b eff , the coefficients of the Taylor expansion for σ eff . The relic abundance now reads:
with
We now apply this formalism to our dark matter candidates. As explained in section II, we will consider both cases Z 1 = B (1) and Z 1 = ν (1) . We have computed the annihilation cross sections of the LKP into any zero mode (SM) particle. We begin by ignoring coannihilation and focus on the B
(1) and ν (1) candidates. Coannihilation effects will be considered in section 6.
B
(1)
as the LKP without Coannihilation
We now analyze the case in which the LKP is B (1) , and all other KK modes are considerably heavier (roughly 10% or more [24] ), so they do not play a significant role in the final relic density of the B (1) . The relevant cross sections for pairs of B (1) to annihilate have final states into fermions or into Higgs bosons. In the limit in which EWSB effects are neglected, there are no channels into vector bosons. For simplicity, we neglect the (1) to the energy density would overclose the universe. The lower horizontal band denotes the region Ω = 0.33 ± 0.035 (using h = 0.69 ± 0.06) and defines the KK mass window if all the dark matter is to be accounted for by the B
(1) LKP.
mass splittings between the LKP and the higher states in the cross sections, expressions for which may be found in Appendix A. From these cross sections, we derive the coefficients in the thermal average discussed above, finding, a = 4πα
where Y F = 95/18 and Y H = 1/16. Numerically, for m KK = 1 TeV, the effective annihilation cross section is σ ∼ 0.6 pb, and the annihilation is 35% into quark pairs, 59% into charged lepton pairs, 4% into neutral leptons, and 2% into Higgs. For different masses, the cross section falls as m −2
KK and the relative importance of the various final states stays approximately constant. As discussed above, these results allow us to determine x F , and we find that it is a very slowly varying function of m KK , decreasing from x F = 26 for m KK = 200 GeV to x F = 24 for m KK = 2 TeV. Therefore, it is essentially a and b which control the m KK dependence of Ω B (1) .
In Figure 1 we present the prediction for Ω B (1) h 2 as a function of the KK mass for five dimensions. In five dimensions, an upper bound m KK ∼ < 1.9 TeV is set from the universe overclosure condition and to account for the dark matter (Ω = 0.33 ± 0.035), we find that the KK mass must lie in the range m KK ∼ 900 − 1200 GeV, with a corresponding freeze-out temperature of order T F ∼ 36 − 48 GeV. These results are slightly above the experimental bounds on universal extra dimensions from precision electroweak data and collider searches (∼ 350 GeV for one extra dimension [4] ), and imply that provided the fermion KK modes are not very much heavier than the B
(1) , future collider experiments will be able to study the region relevant for dark matter.
5 ν (1) without Coannihilation
The situation is slightly more intricate in the case where the the neutrino is the LKP. To begin with, we now have a relic density composed of both the ν (1) and its anti-particle, both of which annihilate among themselves as well as with each other. We assume that there is no cosmic asymmetry between particle and anti-particle in the analysis below. If there were a large asymmetry generated before freeze-out, this effect could dominate the eventual relic abundance, and the computation below would have to be modified. We must also consider a larger number of annihilation processes, including final states of fermions, Higgs, and Z and W ± gauge bosons. The various channels are listed in Appendix B along with the necessary cross section formulae.
We continue to consider the regime in which the other KK modes are considered light enough that we can neglect the mass splittings in the cross sections, but heavy enough that they do not result in a large modification of the final relic density. One would naturally expect the mass of the e (1) L to be close to ν (1) , its weak partner. In fact any mass splitting between the two KK modes is an effect of EWSB, and could lead to dangerously large contributions to the T parameter [25] . Such a contribution could be compensated by, i.e. a heavy Higgs boson [26] . As we will see below in Section 6.2, including a degenerate e (1) L will not substantially alter our results.
One Flavor
Our relic density is both ν (1) and ν (1) (n Z = n ν (1) + n ν (1) with g eff = 4) so that the annihilation cross section appearing in the Boltzmann equation is
where the cross section into quarks contains a sum over all quark flavors, the cross section into neutrinos contains a sum into both the neutrino zero mode of ν (1) and the other flavors, and the cross section into charged leptons includes both the zero mode charged partner of ν (1) , and also the other flavors. Note that the matrix elements for annihilation into other flavors are different from those into zero modes of the same flavor.
Proceeding as before, we expand the effective cross section in powers of 1/x F , obtaining,
where the νν portion of the result sums over all allowed final states, including 3 up-and down-type quarks, 3 charged and neutral leptons, ZZ and W + W − weak bosons, and the Higgs doublet. For m KK = 1 TeV, we have the effective cross section σ eff = 1.3 pb, slightly higher than the B
(1) case. σ eff is composed 18% of the process ν (1) ν (1) → νν, with the remaining 82% coming from ν (1) ν (1) → X. This second contribution is roughly 41% into quarks, 7% / 9% into neutral/charged gauge bosons, 2% into Higgs, and 33% / 8% into charged/neutral leptons.
Deriving the freeze-out temperature, we find that x F varies from 27 for m KK = 0.2 TeV to 25 for m KK = 2 TeV. ν (1) therefore freezes out somewhat later than B (1) and thus has a smaller relic density. The higher effective annihilation cross section translates into a different prediction for the KK mass to account for the dark matter energy density: m KK ∼ 1.3 − 1.8 TeV and the overclosure limit is pushed up to 2.7 TeV (see figure  2) . Again, these values are within the reach of planned experiments such as the LHC, provided the colored KK mode masses are not significantly different from the mass of the KK neutrino. The value for x F is not much different from the B
(1) case, however, given the different m KK window, the freeze-out temperature is higher, T F ∼ 50 − 70 GeV.
Three Flavors
If we consider three degenerate flavors of KK neutrino, the relic density is computed as the sum of the densities of all three species plus the sum of the corresponding antiparticles. Thus we have g eff = 12. In this case, the effective cross section contains three separate contributions identical to that considered above, for each species to annihilate among itself, and also additional cross-flavor channels such as ν ± exchange. The relevant formulae may be found in Appendix B. We continue to assume no cosmological asymmetries between particles and anti-particles, and further consider the case where there are no asymmetries between different flavors.
The effective cross section becomes,
1 ν
where we have assumed that cross sections for all flavors (and combinations of flavors) are equal. The cross-flavor annihilation channels are not as efficient as the same-flavor channels (about twice in size), and x F is about the same as in the single flavor case. Thus, the net result is a larger predicted relic abundance for the same mass, as shown in Figure 2 . Thus, the region relevant to explain measurements is lower, m KK ∼ 950 − 1250 GeV, and the overclosure condition requires m KK ∼ < 1.9 TeV. The freeze-out temperature in the relevant region ranges from 36 − 47 GeV.
Coannihilation Results
Coannihilation is expected to play a significant role when there are extra degrees of freedom with masses nearly degenerate with the relic particle. Experience with the supersymmetric standard model indicates that large effects are to be expected when the heavier particles have masses within about 5% of the LSP. The radiative corrections to the KK spectrum under the prescription of Ref. [19] indicate that quark and gluon KK masses can be shifted by twenty percents. Weak gauge bosons also receive corrections (at tree level) larger than five percents so that the only particles which will be considered as nearly degenerate with the LKP are the leptons. We will simply our analysis by considering all higher Kaluza-Klein modes relevant for coannihilation to be degenerate, and leave the splitting between the LKP and next lightest Kaluza-Klein particle (NLKP) as an adjustable parameter. As motivated in Section 2, we will compute coannihilation channels in the two following situations:
• B
(1) is the LKP and e
R is the NLKP with all other KK modes heavy enough that they do not contribute to coannihilation,
is the LKP and e 
B
(1) Coannihilation with e (1) R
In the first case, we consider B (1) as the LKP and e
R as the NLKP, assuming no net asymmetry between the number of e (1) R and e (1) R . We consider both the case with one family of e (1) R , and also the case of three degenerate families. With one family, the formula (23) for the effective number of degrees of freedom becomes,
where we have used g f = 2, g B 1 = 3 and summed over B (1) , ν (1) , and ν (1) . The effective annihilation cross section is,
R e
where we have assumed that the cross sections for annihilation of (B (1) e
R ) and (e 
R ) proceeds into final states with zero modes of eγ and eZ, and in the limit in which the Z mass is neglected can be equivalently described as a single process e 
R , being a weak singlet, does not couple to the SU(2) bosons, and we neglect the tiny electron Yukawa coupling which would result in a eΦ 0 final state. There are also channels which convert e
R into fermions and Higgs through an s-channel B (0) and into two B (0) 's (or equivalently, into ZZ γγ and Zγ final states); and channels in which e R has a mass close to B (1) , one also has channels in which different flavors of e R exchange a t-channel B (1) and thus scatter into their corresponding zero modes. All of the needed cross sections are given in Appendix C.
Our result when including e
R almost degenerate with B (1) (∆ = 1%) is a higher LKP relic density than in the case without e R is not much higher than the one for B
(1) and the coannihilation cross section is significantly smaller (there are only two coannihilation channels while B (1) and e
R can self annihilate into all zero mode fermions). This situation is to be contrasted with the SUSY case where coannihilation between the neutralino and sfermions can be very efficient and significantly reduce the relic density. Here, we have more relics (both B (1) and e
R ) which essentially decoupled at the same time (and at roughly the same freeze-out temperature as was the case for B
(1) alone) and eventually the left over e
R decay into B (1) . This translates into a KK mass window slightly below the window obtained for B (1) alone. In Figure 3 we present the resulting relic abundance of B (1) including both the one flavor and three flavors of e 
L in the calculation of the LKP relic density when assuming that the LKP is ν (1) . Indeed, ν (1) and e
L are expected to be nearly degenerate, with tree level mass splittings on the order of the mass of the charged lepton. For one family of leptons we have,
and the effective annihilation cross section is:
where,
For the three family case, we also include the cross flavor annihilation channels,
and,
with,
All relevant cross sections are given in Appendix C. From these results, we derive the freeze-out temperature and final relic density as a function of the mass splitting, ∆ = (m e
. We find that the result when ∆ = 0 is a small modification of that with ν (1) alone. The modification of the freeze-out temperature is less than 1% over the relevant mass range, and the final relic density, shown in Figure 2 , is slightly decreased in the one family case and increased in the three family case. As ∆ increases, the results rapidly return to the corresponding ν (1) results.
Summary and open questions
In this work, we have computed the contribution to the energy density of the Universe coming from the relic density of the Lightest Kaluza-Klein Particle in two cases: 1) The LKP is a Kaluza-Klein photon, 2) the LKP is a Kaluza-Klein neutrino. In models with universal extra dimensions (UED), such particle is stable and provides an interesting Dark Matter candidate whose mass is the inverse of the compactification radius R. One could question under which general conditions is the KK parity preserved. What would generally break KK parity is the presence of boundary terms which is not symmetric under the exchange of the two orbifold points. Besides, in a string theory context, couplings between bulk modes and boundary states will generally break KK parity 3 (Note that in models with TeV compactification scale, the higher dimensional Planck scale is ∼ 10
14
GeV for one extra dimension and ∼ 10 11 GeV for two extra dimensions). However, we may argue that our underlying framework is not necessarily string theory and in this context KK parity can be assumed to be a good symmetry. Even if we were to include gravity, KK parity is remnant from gauged translational invariance along the fifth dimension and is therefore protected from quantum gravity effects which usually break discrete symmetries.
We have assumed for simplicity that the Standard Model lives 4+1 dimensions. One could generalize our results to a higher number of extra dimensions 4 . The generalization to the six-dimensional case is straightforward. Let us consider for simplicity two extra dimensions equal in size. Our particles have now two KK numbers and there are two LKP degenerate in mass: B (1, 0) and B (0,1) . Because of KK number conservation (mod 2), at tree level these two LKP do not talk to each other and annihilate independently. The number of zero modes remains the same, therefore the relic density is just twice the one computed in the 5D case. The KK mass window to account for the DM is shifted to 650-850 GeV and the limit for overclosure is 1.3 TeV. The generalization to seven or more dimensions is more subtle because the number of fermionic degrees of freedom is modified. One advantage of this model is that the physics is dominated by a single parameter: the size of the extra dimension, R. Interestingly, for the UED model to explain the Dark Matter with the LKP, we find that R typically has to be of the TeV scale, which is phenomenologically interesting and relevant at future colliders.
Having checked that the prediction for Ω M is of the right order, the next step is to consider detection. Similarly to other WIMPs, the direct search for the LKP relies on the deposition of ∼ keV recoil energy when the WIMP scatters from a nucleus in a detector. To study in more details the constraints on the LKP as the dark matter, the computation of the corresponding elastic scattering cross section between B
(1) (or ν (1) ) and a nucleus is needed. This task is beyond the aim of this paper. In addition, indirect WIMP searches rely on the detection of γ rays, charged particles or neutrinos from WIMP annihilation. There are two places where annihilation can take place:
• In the Sun where the LKP may be captured and annihilation greatly enhanced.
This will generate a neutrino spectrum. The prediction essentially depends on the competition between the gravitational capture of the LKP by the Sun and the LKP annihilation so we would need to know the details of the capture rates and of the propagation of the neutrinos from the core to the surface of the Sun to make any statement.
• In the core of the Milky Way. LKP annihilation is important in the galactic center where the matter density is higher. To compute the resulting spectrum, one needs to know the reprocessing of the direct products of LKP annihilation.
Among secondary products of annihilation in the galactic center are high energy γ originating via neutral pion decays (pions result from the hadronization of the directly produced quarks) and the synchrotron radiation of e + e − pairs originating from the decays of charged pions in the galactic magnetic field. This requires the implementation of fragmentation functions. However, the flux of neutrinos coming from the direct LKP annihilation in the galactic center can be determined reasonably model-independently. These neutrinos will not be reprocessed during their journey between the galactic center and us. To do that, we use a Navarro-Frenk-White profile for the Milky Way of the form: 
Annihilation Cross Sections
In this appendix, we summarize the annihilation cross sections for B (1) into SM fields. In discussing the various processes it is worthwhile to remember some general features of the couplings of the first level KK modes we are considering. First, KK parity insures that only vertices with even numbers of first level KK modes exist. The two important types are couplings of two KK matter fields (fermions or Higgs boson) to a single zero mode gauge boson and coupling of a first level gauge boson to a KK matter field and a zero mode matter field. Recall that the left-and right-handed components of the zero mode fermions each have separate massive KK modes, whose couplings to the zero mode gauge bosons are vector-like. When a KK mode gauge boson couples to a KK fermion Initial state
Final state
Feynman diagrams (zero modes of SM fields) Table 1 : Feynman diagrams for which we calculate the annihilation cross section of a KK photon into SM particles. s(x), t(x) and u(x) denote a tree-level Feynman diagram in which particle x is exchanged in the s-, t-and u-channel respectively. "Contact term" represents the scalar-gauge boson four point interaction. f denotes any zero mode fermion and φ is the scalar Higgs doublet.
and a zero-mode fermion, there are generally projectors which insure that the zero mode fermion has the same chirality as the KK fermion.
In the limit in which electroweak symmetry breaking effects are neglected, pairs of B (1) can annihilate into either zero mode fermions, ff , or pairs of Higgs bosons, φφ * . Figures 4 and 5 show the relevant Feynman diagrams. We approximate all first level KK masses (m) as equal, and ignore all "zero mode" fermion, scalar and gauge boson masses. The cross section for B
(1) B (1) → f f receives contributions in which both the f
L and f L ) are exchanged in both the t-and u-channels. Summing/averaging over final/initial spins and integrating over the phase space of the ff, the result may be written,
where β is defined as,
and for each fermion,
Note that the massless fermions in the final state have prevented interference between the graphs in which f
L is exchanged and f (1) R is exchanged. The factor N c sums over the different color combinations allowed in the final state, N c = 3 for quarks and N c = 1 for leptons. Thus, the sum over all three families of SM fermions results in,
Annihilation into Higgs, with Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 5 , proceeds through tand u-channel exchange of φ (1) as well as the four-point interaction of B where Y φ = 1/2 and a factor of two is included from the sum over the two complex fields in the scalar doublet. Note that this result implicitly includes the decay (after EWSB effects are properly taken into account) into longitudinal W and Z zero modes as well as the Higgs particle h, as all of these degrees of freedom are included in the scalar doublet. Neglecting EWSB there are no tree-level decays into gauge bosons; such decays are induced by EWSB, but are suppressed by powers of v 2 /m 2 and thus we neglect them here.
B ν (1) 
Annihilation Cross Sections
The properties of the KK mode of the (left-handed) neutrino are assumed to be approximately independent of the neutrino species. For simplicity, we do not consider the possibility of a sterile neutrino or its KK modes. For the purposes of this discussion, we assume a neutrino which is the weak partner of the left-handed electron; the results for the weak partners of the muon or tau are simply obtained by appropriately replacing the exchanged particles in specific processes. We continue to neglect fermion and boson masses, and ignore fermion mixing.
The ν (1) can annihilate with ν (1) into quark (and other family lepton) zero modes through an s-channel Z zero mode ( Figure 6 ). The cross section is given by,
Initial state
Final state Feynman diagrams (zero modes of SM fields)
3 )
3 ), u(B (1) , W
3 ) ν where,
are the couplings of the Z 0 to ν (1) ν (1) andḡ L(R) are the standard zero mode couplings between the Z 0 and ff ,ḡ
where T 3 is the third component of weak iso-spin of f and Q f its charge. N c accounts for the sum over final state color configurations, as before.
Annihilation into zero modes of the charged lepton partner e + e − proceeds either through an s-channel Z or a t-channel W (Figure 7 ), or into its own zero modes (νν) through an s-channel Z zero mode or by exchanging a t-channel W (1) 3 or B
(1) (Figure 7 ). In the limit in which we ignore the mass splitting between W neutrinos of the same flavor or their charged lepton weak partners is,
and g L(R) are given as before. For annihilation into charged leptons, the g L(R) should be replaced by the charged lepton values from Eq. 50 andĝ L now corresponds to the W 
First modes of ν (1) ν (1) can annihilate into zero modes of Higgs bosons through an s-channel Z zero mode (Figure 8 ) with cross section, 
where the g Z coupling of ν (1) to a Z zero mode is as before, and there are two couplings of φφ * to Z 0 from the charged and neutral entries of the doublet, respectively,
where the first (upper entry in the doublet) Higgs has charge Q φ = 1 and the second has Q = 0. Annihilation into ZZ are mediated by t-and u-channel ν (1) , (Figure 9 ) and has cross section,
where g Z is the coupling to the zero mode Z boson defined above.
L exchange and s-channel annihilation through a virtual Z zero mode (Figure 10) . The cross section is,
where g Z are the couplings to the Z zero mode as before, g W is the (vector-like) coupling between the W zero mode to e
L and ν (1) , and g ZW W is the Z-W + -W − coupling between zero modes,
Furthermore,
(1) (Figure 11 ). The cross section for annihilation of two neutrinos
whereĝ L is defined above. Note that if more than one KK neutrino species is present, two related processes will also take two neutrinos of different species into their two zero modes, or one neutrino and one anti-neutrino of different flavors into their zero modes. In both cases, we have a single t-channel Feynman diagram and the cross sections are,
withĝ L = g Z . Finally, we can have cross-flavor transition between ν
2 into charged lepton zero modes, e ± exchange. The corresponding cross section is given by the result for σ(ν
C Coannihilation Cross Sections
The e
R can annihilate with e
R into quark (and other family lepton) zero modes through an s-channel B (0) (Figure 6 ). The cross section is given by,
Final state Feynman diagrams (zero modes of SM fields) 
R .
Note that since e
R is a weak singlet, this formula also applies for annihilation into zero modes of the neutral lepton partner.
Annihilation into e + e − zero modes proceeds through an s-channel B (0) or by exchanging a t-channel B
(1) (Figure 7) . The cross section is,
where, L is defined in Section B. Note that we have chosen to include the decay into left-handed electrons in this result, though we could have equally well considered it part of Eq. (63). Evident from comparison of the two equations, this is simply a matter of book-keeping. Annihilation into zero modes of Higgs bosons occurs through an s-channel B (0) (Figure 8 ) with cross section,
where the factor of 2 to sum over the two entries of the doublet is included. Annihilation into ZZ, Zγ, and γγ are mediated by t-and u-channel e
R (Figure 9 ). This process can be more conveniently described as the single channel e 
, equivalent to the sum of these three γ and Z processes. The cross section is, 
R → e + e + ) via exchange of a t-or u-channel B (1) . This cross section is
for lepton KK modes of the same flavor, and,
R µ
for two modes of different lepton flavor. Coannihilation of a B (1) with e (1)
R ) proceeds into either e − Z or e − γ. In the limit in which the Z mass is disregarded, we can equally well describe this as a single channel into eB (0) . The cross section is given by, 
The KK modes of the left-handed electron are somewhat more complicated because they involve the SU(2) bosons as well as the U(1) boson. We find it convenient to consider neutral zero mode gauge bosons in the W 
3 ) e 
3 ) µ 
3 ) ν µ ν e t(B (1) , W
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3 ) φ φ * 
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L .
where the coupling,
is in terms of the hypercharges (Y ) and third component of weak iso-spin (T 3 ) for the fermion and the left-handed electron. For annihilation into zero modes of electrons of the same family we also have t-channel exchange of B (1) and W
3 , and for annihilation into zero modes of the neutral lepton partner we have t-channel W (57), by SU(2) invariance. Similarly, the sum of the annihilation processes into ZZ, γZ, and γγ are also equal to the process ν (1) ν (1) → ZZ given in Equation (56) and the sum of annihilation into both components of the Higgs doublet is given by the process ν (1) ν (1) → φφ * in Equation (54). Furthermore, like-sign annihilation e L → e − e − is equal to ν (1) ν (1) → νν, and thus is given by Equation (60). e
L ν (1) annihilate into zero modes of quarks or other family leptons through an schannel W (0) − with cross section given by Equation (71), replacing with the appropriate charged current coupling: g 2 → g 2 2 /2. Annihilation into leptons of the same family also includes t-channel exchange of Z (1) . The cross section is given by Equation (73) If there are multiple families of KK left-handed electrons or neutrinos, there will also be flavor-changing annihilation of µ
L ν (1) → ν µ e − , and µ
L ν (1) → µ − ν. The cross sections for the first two processes are both given by Equation (61) 
